ENDURING TRADITIONS

R

uby Valley has been a generous home for the Newe—a name that means
“The People” in Shoshone. Streams of water from springs and melting
snow flow year-round from the Ruby Mountains, creating lush canyons,
watering the foothills, and feeding the lakes and marshes on the valley
floor. This well-watered environment supports a rich diversity of plants
and animals.

The Newe followed a seasonal round from their foothill villages to every
part of the valley. The lakes and marshes produced tule and waterfowl.
Rabbits and pronghorn lived on the valley floor among stands of rice grass.
Roots and berries grew on the lower mountain slopes. The pinyon woodlands
supplied pine nuts that the people relied on in the winter. High among the
mountaintops, Newe hunters stalked mountain sheep.
For the descendants of Ruby Valley’s first inhabitants, knowing the plants
and animals—what to call them in the Newe language, where to find them,
how and when to harvest them—is part of life. They continue to come to
Ruby Valley, passing on the traditions and ceremonies that make them “The
People.”

WAS SIP
(MOUNTAIN SHEEP)
Mountain sheep, wahado
(pronghorn), and deheya
(deer) were important large
game animals the Newe
hunted.

WADA (RICE GRASS)
The Ruby Valley Newe
called themselves
Wadaduka, meaning grass
seed eaters.
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Wada was cut and gathered in bunches, threshed with sticks,
and winnowed to separate out the chaff. The seeds were then
toasted. Some were stored for future use and others ground
with milling stones and eaten fresh.

ROOTS AND BERRIES
Yampa (wild carrots), donanbe (chokecherries), bohumpi
(currants), and tsiavi (rose hips) were food and medicine.
Long, hooked poles were used to break the cones loose from the trees.

DUBA (PINE NUTS)
Pine nuts were a staple in the Newe diet.
They were harvested in the fall, ground into
a flour, and used in soup or porridge. Some
were left in their cones and stored for winter.

BAH DE BAH (TULE)
This abundant, versatile
wetland plant was cut and
used for everything from
lodges, boats, and baskets,
to duck decoys.

